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Henige, Chris

From: Henige, Chris
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:00 PM
To: Messer, Susan C
Cc: Flanagan, Michael
Subject: RE: Information for Friday's meeting

Sue; 
 
I have a prior commitment tomorrow which I’d rather not go into at this point. I will take sick time since the meeting is 
scheduled for more than two hours. 
 
I mentioned this to Michael but didn’t go into details with him. I’ve copied him. 
 
I have no issues with the space I use – I simply adapt to what I have. I also don’t feel any need to comment on the needs 
of others who know better what they want. There are certainly many concerns on the studio side, but I really don’t see 
any on the art history side. This semester will allow me to better test two different issues, though. First is the flipped 
classroom approach for 201, which was taught in CA30 last time, that room not being as well suited to group discussions 
as CA2, which I’m in now. The other is the rearrangement of CA2 to accommodate more of a seminar atmosphere, 
(simply rearranging the tables and chairs,) though as I do not have any plans to continue to offer them, and as Deborah 
has expressed no desire to develop any, probably not an issue. 
 
C 
 

From: Messer, Susan C  
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:04 PM 
To: Banning, Michael J; Ferrella, Andre D; Flanagan, Michael; Handzlik, Bethann; Hubbard, John J; Ince, Julia C; Lind, 
Teresa M; Zuehlke-Ganshert, Mary Theresa; Faris, Teresa F; Wadhwa, Gautam; Wilk, Deborah J; Dale, Denis A; Henige, 
Chris; Janovec, Jared A; Porcaro, Greg; Kim, Daniel I; McGuire, Daniel S; Melton, Renee M; White, Max L; Zhang, 
Xiaohong; Miller, Bill; Teri Frame; foster.ar@gmail.com; Mark Dziewior; Frame, Teri; Dziewior, Mark; Foster, Adrienne 
Subject: Information for Friday's meeting 
 
Hi Everyone, 
 
After attending any of the College Connections sessions tomorrow morning that you can, please plan on meeting in CA 2069 
at 1pm to initiate work on assessing both the space and equipment needs of the department. 
 
In the event that you have a free moment between now and then (understandably unlikely), I'm re-sending the space needs 
document and the most recent equipment needs list (funded) for your review. If you are able to review these documents – 
particularly the areas you instruct in – ahead of the 1pm start of the meeting, it may help us in streamlining our discussions 
tomorrow.  
 
As Renee mentioned today during our meeting, some of this information is already available in older documents and they are 
now uploaded onto Google Docs for your consideration. Re-inventing these documents when the information is already 
available, is not in a good use of our time.  Taking a look at these docs ahead of time will ease this process.  
 
During our meeting, we'll break up into small groups to discuss priorities for the area. Each group discussion will be facilitated 
by an area coordinator as follows: 
 
Teresa F. :  3-D disciplines (Ceramics, metals, sculpture and 3-D Design) 
Sue: 2-D Disciplines (drawing, painting, printmaking, 2-D Design) 
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Denis: Graphics (and MAGD as possible) 
Mike F.: Art History 
 
The goal of our meeting tomorrow is to begin to revise the space needs document, generate an equipment needs list, and 
distribute and delegate charges for completing the facilities survey for the studio and art history areas.  
 
Many thanks for your attention to these documents and today during our meeting. It was great to see you all again! 
 
Sue 
 
 


